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Arches, Albers, Artichokes, and Hexagons
I’ve traveled and painted in Italy a lot and you are overwhelmed with art and with beauty everywhere, so you
have to find some way to parse it. This seemed like a way to understand what I had been teaching students,
what I was still excited about, and to encapsulate what I had seen on the trip.
											-- Elise Schweitzer
Elise Schweitzer crafts a labyrinth of rich color and liminal spaces through her Painted Arches and Walled
Gardens. This current body of work was created during her recent sabbatical, Fall 2019 through Spring
2020. In January 2020 she co-taught a class of Hollins University students in Florence, Italy, with Genevieve
Hendricks, an art and architectural historian. Schweitzer stayed on in Florence after the class, then spent time
in Rome, including two weeks as a Visiting Artist at the American Academy. Class time in Florence was spent
lecturing on and drawing Renaissance art, architecture, and sculpture. The class spent hours studying and
drawing on location with compasses and triangles. After her teaching stint ended, Schweitzer continued to
ruminate on the art and the concepts her class had seen and discussed.
This led to a series of small gouache paintings that focused on color theory and patterns found in architecture
and painting. In Italy, Schweitzer taught about the pigments used in Renaissance frescoes and what they
would have looked like in their original state. Works from this era frequently employ a series of arches housing
individual saints using a brick red underpainting with a bright blue on top (think of lapis lazuli). Confronted daily
with powerful biblical imagery of saints and their implements of martyrdom that today could be construed as
darkly funny, comically horrible, and/or comically violent, Schweitzer’s imagination intervened: the arches and
circles became playful, simplified stand-ins for saints, Virgin and Child images, beheadings and lost haloes.
Pathos is suggested in drips and rivulets of red paint.
Once in Rome, Schweitzer began to explore the city and had a longing for green space. On maps the
suggestion of lush garden parks pulls you in, but often once on site you encounter closed gardens and have to
circumnavigate walled city blocks to find an entrance (if possible). This gave rise to another series of works she
titled Horti Conclusi - Walled Gardens. Schweitzer spent quite a bit of time in the Painted Garden of Livia at
Palazzo Massimo; a series of wall paintings (c. 30-20 BCE) depicting trees, flowers, and birds with architectural
features that make you feel as though you are standing in an actual garden: a painted version of the elusive
enclosed gardens of Rome.

The hexagon shape represents the feeling of looking into a walled garden
but being blocked from entering. Schweitzer began to imagine the brick
walls, the way the light hit them at different times of day, and the changing
colors. She was also thinking about another favorite series of paintings,
Josef Albers’ Homage to the Square. She began to play with the hexagon
just as the walled gardens had toyed with her, slightly altering yellow ochre
or Venetian red to reflect light and shadow, morning and evening.
When Schweitzer and her family returned from Italy in early March, they
went right into lockdown due to COVID-19. The idea of an enclosed
garden began to feel very different: sometimes a place of safety, but more
often constrained, or claustrophobic. The series of six paintings titled
Phased Reopening touches on these ambiguous feelings. Schweitzer
portrays the anxiety of a space that feels different each time you take down
a wall and then at the end you are just “by yourself, in this fragile life.”
A different sensory experience from her time in Italy began with taste.
American Academy in Rome, 2020
Schweitzer was delighted by the abundance of artichokes, a seasonal
winter specialty in Rome. She started buying them for meals but soon began painting them, trying to capture
their challenging logarithmic spiral structure and “mathematical rightness” with minimal drawing, instead
building their form with color and capturing the light falling across the surface, and the way they “flicker from
green to bright violet – which doesn’t make any sense – but they do.” The titles of the artichoke paintings are
names of streets in Rome, selected for favorite cookie bakeries or restaurants.
Schweitzer is well known for her large-scale figurative action-filled oil paintings. These small, beautiful, jewellike gouache paintings are conceptual departures. One could describe them as cerebral exercises filled with
experimentation, sometimes humor, and focused on the play of light, shapes, and color. Schweitzer comments
about this shift in style: “when I am composing a figurative painting I was always thinking about the direction of
the light, the relationship of colors, the balance of opaque to translucent areas in the painting... I think part of
making this work was cutting through the need to have a realistic reference and instead just painting the thing
that I had always been excited about, without the motif.”
Jenine Culligan, Director
Eleanor D. Wilson Museum at Hollins University
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